Trapani - Via Cap. AS Fontana, 7 - 91100
VAT number 01876330810 Tel. 0923/547192
Cell. - 347/7857504 - 331/5895050 - 347/5906504

APPLICATION FORM

www.medifiere.it - info@medifiere.it

Malta Building Expo
Malta Fair and Conventions Center Millennium Stand - Ta Qali

13 - 14 - 15 September 2019
Business name _______________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________ N° ___ ZIP code _______ City______________________
VAT number ___________________ Tax code ________________________Tel._________________
e -mail _______________________________________________________________________________
PEC ______________________________________________________ Cod. Dest. SDL (7characters) ________________
Contact person: (person acting in the name and on behalf of the company),
_______________________________________________________________________________________
By unconditionally accepting all the rules and conditions of the annexed general regulation, which
declares to be valid and accepted and specifically art. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24.He asks to be admitted to participate in the aforementioned exhibition.
Prodution description exposed: ____________________________________________________________
3. REQUEST FOR EXHIBITION AREA
■ "Basic Type" internal pre-upholstered stand includes: panels H. 2.50 in water-based wood,
carpet, spotlights (300W) , kW outlet 1.00.
■ For the free areas, only one outlet point of KW.1 is provided.
** NOTE: All materials used for the STAND EQUIPMENT to personal s stand must be accompanied by necessary
certificates of fireproofing and complying with fire safety regulations.

QUOTE REGISTRATION

€. 150.00

NOTE
Three-Phase Light Point
(380W) €. 100.00

INTERNAL STAND PAVILION PRE-INSTALLED
TO MQ.
N.

Furniture: second price

AREA NAKED INSIDE Sq.

N.

€

EXTERNAL FREE AREA
Sq.
ENERGY SUPPLEMENT ELECT. Kw.

€
€

TOTAL TAXABLE

€

VAT 18 %

€

TOTAL

€

30% deposit

€

BALANCE PAYABLE

€

list (Contact

TechnicaOffice)

N .B: The balance due must be done categorically no later than thirty days. before the start of the event and
always before the start of the event. Any bank transfers must also be received within this deadline .
The undersigned declares that he is aware of and accepts all the rules of participation contained in the General
Regulations shown on the back, and specifically: Art.1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12; 13; 14; 16; 18; 21; 22; 23; 24.

data

/ /

Agent

Signature of acceptance of this contract and of the clauses
REGULATION OF the general on the back of this contract

x

GENERAL REGULATION
Name - Date and time of the
exhibition , modification and /
or cancellation of the event
The Medifiere Sr .l. organizes annual fairs,
exhibitions, exhibitions and events in the
interest of national economic categories,
with the aim of increasing trade and
increasing consumption, without thereby
ensuring whatever certainties of certain
or amazing business or exceptional public
presence within the event, while ensuring
an adequate advertising campaign to
support it.
All events organized by Medifiere Srl are
governed by the following rules and are
accepted by the signer of this regulation:
Art. 1 - The Medifiere Sr .l. reserves the
unquestionable right to change the
duration, opening date and times of the
event or even to suppress the event itself,
even if already underway, with the sole
obligation to reimburse participants for the
amount they already have poured out.
The participants can not in this regard
claim anything, for any reason, for the
compensation of hypothetical damages
suffered, derived or deriving from such
decision or eventuality.

Admission to the exhibition
art.2 - The admission application must be
completed in its entirety with a clear
description of all the required data and the
explicit unconditional acceptance without
reservation of the provisions of the
exhibition regulations and any other
possible arrangement that Medifiere Sr .l
. reserves the right to issue for the best
performance of the exhibition itself.
The application must be signed by the
owner of the company, or if it is a
company, by his legal representative or by
a person delegated to the signature.

Shares
Art. 3 - With the application for admission,
the exhibiting companies will have to pay a
quantified registration fee from time to
time.
This fee includes: general cleaning service
excluding the cleaning of products or
exhibited
vehicles, general surveillance
service , exhibitor passes.
The allocation of the stands involves the
payment of a rate per square meter + VAT
for the exhibition area.
The internal pre-finished stand It includes:
H. 2.5 0 panels in
water-based wood,
carpets, spotlights, KW electrical
socket . 1.00.

PAYMENTS
Art. 4 - Payment of the fee must be carried
out in the following ways:
Simultaneously with the application for

admission, the exhibiting company will
have to pay a deposit of 30% of the
amount due as advance deposit + VAT, +
the registration fee.
The balance must be paid no later
than 30 days before the start of the
event and in any case before the event
itself by means of:
Bank Transfer at:
CREDEM - Ag. 2 Trapani
IBAN
IT90O0303216401010000004527
SWIFT CODE - BIC Code: BACRIT21423 for
abroad.
Headed in: MEDIFIERE SRL
to be received no later than the
aforementioned date, or by bank or nontransferable check made payable to
Medifiere Srl
The payment of the balance due, if this
happens (for any reason) even after the
above date, constitutes the only title for
the delivery of the "PASS INGRESSO" to be
produced at the doors to the staff.

Sale or Renounce
Art. 5 - Who, after signing the application
form, renounces to participate in the fair,
must notify by telegram, indicating
legitimate and proven reasons, no later
than 15 days before the start of the fair,
otherwise the payment of a penalty equal
to twice the full amount owed or
established in the request to participate.
Anyone who leaves the assigned place will
not be entitled to reimbursement of any
deposit already paid and at the same time
will be required to pay twice the full
amount of the sum still owed in addition
to compensation for any greater damage
created to the image of Medifiere Srl
The Medifiere , moreover, reserves the
right to transfer the areas to third parties,
without being required to repay or
indemnify anyone.
The
Medifiere
Sr .l. consider
areas
abandoned:
- do not occupy the products intended for
exposure, at least twelve hours before the
time set for the inauguration, even if the
areas are already set up and equipped with
signs;
- left unattended or in conditions of obvious
negligence during the event.
The Medifiere Sr .l. also reserves the right
to
decide
on
acceptance
of
the membership application . The
application form will have to be accepted if
within 5 days before the event is not
received by the exhibitor
registered letter, fax or telegram
containing the non-acceptance of it .

Real Guarantee credits
Art. 6 - C on the declaration of acceptance
and approval of any provision of these
Regulations, exhibitors, ensuring the

integral
fulfillment
of
contractual
obligations, with specific reference to
those concerning the payment of amounts
outstanding organization, authorizes the
Medifiere Sr .l. itself to retain the
displayed goods and the materials used
for the preparation, as well as the vehicles
and vehicles that are located inside the
fair. The goods and materials referred to in
the previous paragraph will be removed in
total and expense
and
stored
in
warehouses at risk and danger of it, which
in the second day of storage of materials is
held surcharges to the amount of € 100.00
for each day of storage and for every 5
square meters. of occupied area. The
Medifiere Sr .l. reserves the right to
proceed with the removal of goods and
materials, placing all the related expenses
at the Exhibitor's expense. Overcome
infruttuosamente 15 days of storage, the
Medifiere Sr .l. will sell the goods in
stock, withholding the relative proceeds for
reimbursements and various indemnities,
without
prejudice
to
the
fact
that Medifiere Srl will continue all legal
actions to protect its rights, including the
request for payment of the amount
claimed.

Advertising
Art. 7 - Advertising will be carried
out in local of m ood according to the
tariffs charged by the Medifiere.
Rates do not include taxes
Billboards and advertising.
The exhibitor signs the corresponding
request
for
acceptance
of
the
aforementioned rules when the service is
commissioned.
The exhibitor who intends to set up audiovisual
equipment
must
request
authorization from Medifiere Srl, providing
directly to the regulation
of
relations
with SIAE regarding
copyright. The Medifiere Sr .l. will remain
on the exhibitor for the objections made by
the SIAE following an assessment. The
advertising signs, even if placed within the
assigned exhibition space, are subject to
payment of the related municipal taxes.
All forms of advertising placed outside the
assigned exhibition space, as well as being
subject to prior approval
authorization, are subject to payment of
the relevant advertising fee.

Electrical installations
Art. 8 - The Exhibitor who privately
provides for the realization of the
electrical systems, it assumes the total
responsibility, both civil and criminal, that
the latter are responsive in every part to
the technical and safety regulations in
force.
In particular the electrical systems must
be installed and maintained in order
to prevent the dangers derived n you

against accidental contact with live
parts and the risks of fire and explosion
arising
from any abnormalities that may occur in
their exercise ".
Moreover, the systems must be
Made
in
compliance
with
the
provisions of the existing law, as
well
as is, as they exist, the correlative tables of
Electronic Unification (UNEL).
Of all the rules and tables mentioned
above, the latest edition in force is
considered valid.
In implementing current laws in terms of
plant safety, the exhibitor will have to
produce at the office
Technical Services of Medifiere Srl la
relative declaration of conformity.
The electrical systems must be equipped to
their origin, of a main switch of the circuit
breaker type or differential m nipolare flow
rate equal to about the committed power
and differential calibration of 30 mA (0.03
Amps).
Each exhibitor has the right to withdraw up
to 1 KW. The possibility of withdrawing
higher powers must be agreed with the
Medifiere Sr .l..The electrical distribution
systems must be made with cables
equipped with non-fire-retardant sheath,
according to CEI 20.22 standards (or IEC
332-3 category A ).
The
cables
must
have
sections
proportionate to the load and sections not
less than mmq. 2.5 .In the case of electrical
connections no excess cable is allowed in
any case.
It is forbidden to use power cables to
suspend
the
lighted
bodies. When
connecting
electrical
systems, the
Medifiere Sr .l ..
This operation takes place after a favorable
outcome of the verification carried out by
trusted technicians of the organization in
the presence of the Exhibitor or his
representative.

Fire prevention
Art. 9 - All the materials necessary for the
preparation of the exhibition spaces must
be non-combustible, fire-retardant at
source, fireproofed according to the
provisions contained in the current law on
the subject.
For the purposes of fire prevention it is
forbidden to:
a) carry out welding work of any kind and
nature as well as the use of open flames;
b) the use of plastic materials (panels,
slabs, foams) that are not class 1;
c) the use of non-fireproof synthetic fiber
fabrics, paints, paints, adhesives, etc., that
do not comply with class 1. On combustible
material it is mandatory to proceed with
specific fireproof treatments;
d) carrying out fireproofing treatments
inside the halls.
The Exhibitor is obliged to keep the original
documents in the stand proving the
characteristics of the equipment used and
the intervention of fireproofing proven by
fireproofing certificate. The Exhibitor is

criminally and civilly responsible, in case of
negligence or gross negligence, for any
damage caused to anyone.

Accident prevention
Art. 10 - The Exhibitor is required to
comply
with
all
applicable regulations concerning
the
prevention of accidents and occupational
hygiene.
The Exhibitor exonerates Medifiere Sr .l.
from any and all liability, both civil and
criminal, for any damage that may be
caused to personnel who work with the
Exhibitor himself or to visitors due to the
non-observance of the rules contained in
the measures indicated above.
The machines on display can work, subject
to the opinion of the Technical Services
Office, provided that:
a) do not disturb the nearby Exhibitors or
visitors due to excessive noise, heat,
vibrations, solvent pollution, etc .;
b) are equipped with safety devices that
comply with Italian safety and accident
prevention regulations.
The Exhibitor is responsible criminally and
civilly, in case of negligence or gross
negligence, for any damage caused to
anyone, directly from materials or means
introduced in the fairgrounds.

Services
Art. 11 - Medifiere Sr .l. reserves the right
to manage any service that it deems
appropriate to set up for the smooth
running of the exhibition.

Insurance coverage, supervision,
damage and theft
Art.12 - Medifiere Sr .l., While providing
the normal day and night surveillance
service, declines any responsibility, in
order to any damage to the goods lying in
the fairgrounds also for natural and
technical risks, damages due to infiltration
or fall and / or stagnation of water,
explosion and / or clogging of sewers,
fires, collapses, thefts, subtractions and
any damage caused by force majeure or
third parties.
The Exhibitor is obliged to take out
insurance policies (All Risks) against
damage to materials on display,
temporarily parked in the exhibition
center, before during and after the
event. The Exhibitor is obliged to monitor
his stand or exhibition area during the
opening hours, so he must present himself
at the exhibition half an hour before the
opening and leave his stand after the
closing of the event.

Entry and exit of goods and
materials
Art.
13 - Goods,
products
and
materials introduced by the Exhibitor on

the premises of the Event can be removed
only after the closing of the event.
To this end, the Exhibitor must obtain an
" exit voucher ", issued by the Medifiere
Srl Offices only after the regularization of
his administrative-accounting position with
the organization itself.
For special needs and justified reasons,
special "exit vouchers" may be issued
during the event.
During the period of the event, Exhibitors
may introduce any goods received or
intended to supplement the assortment
and
stocks,
from
Monday
to
Saturday within 2 hours before the start of
the event -

Clearance of exhibition spaces
Art. 14 - The withdrawal of the products on
display and dismantling of the stands will
start from 08. 30 hours the day after the
end of the event until 20.00. The exhibition
spaces, if made with private constructions,
must be vacated within these terms.
Having passed that term in vain, the
materials are considered abandoned
and the Medifiere Sr .l. it may dispose of it,
decline all responsibility and transfer the
related risks and charges to the defaulting
Exhibitor.
The Exhibitor is required to pay the
sum of € 100.00 for each day of
stock and for every 5 square meters. of
occupied area.

Prohibitions
Art. 15 - All Exhibitors are
absolutely forbidden:
a) the sale with immediate delivery of the
goods on display, except for the cases to
which it is permitted by the norms in force
and in the sectors expressly envisaged
( exhibition-market, etc.);
b) the total or partial sale of the exhibition
space, even free of charge;
c) price exposure and the itinerant exhibit
of exhibited products;
d) the attraction of the public with sound,
music, etc. or with vocal means;
e) display of products not indicated, at
least generally, in the application for
participation or belonging to another
company;
f) the removal of the exhibited products
and the fitting material without an "exit
voucher" issued by Medifiere Srl, both
during the event and after the closure of it;
g) the exposure, use and dissemination of
signs, posters, brochures, samples, etc,
that are not commercial, but refer to
economic-political programs or create
competitive controversy with other
Exhibitors;
h) carry out work in the exhibition space
assigned during the hours of public visit;
i) carry out any propaganda activity that
discredits other countries;

l) the permanence of people in the
exhibition center during the closing hours
of the exhibition;
m) advertising on behalf of third
parties; n) Carry
out
practical
demonstrations not specifically authorized
on prior request;
p ) the introduction into the fairground of
explosive material and detonating and
dangerous products or, in any case, likely
to cause damage and harassment;
q) puncture nails and screws in both
internal and external walls, ceilings, floors
and columns of the pavilions;
r) painting, papering or using glues on walls
and columns. Limited use of double-sided
adhesive tape on the floor is permitted for
laying carpet, provided that the
subsequent removal, at the Exhibitor's
expense, does not cause damage to the
underlying flooring;
s) abandon the fittings and remove the
goods displayed before the closing time of
the exhibition; t) leave the stands closed
during the exhibition hours or display the
goods outside their stand.

Art. 19 - Medifiere Sr .l. reserves the right
to establish, even by way of derogation
from these Regulations, rules and
regulations aimed at the best performance
of the event and to organize the related
services. These rules and provisions have
the same value as those of these
Regulations and exhibitors are required to
comply with them. For any matters not
provided for by these Regulations, the
provisions of the Civil Code and of all legal
provisions apply.

Administrative Authorizations

Art.21 - Exhibitors may lodge complaints of
any kind by electing a committee consisting
of a maximum number of 5 members,
presenting detailed and motivated
information to the offices of the Medifiere

Art. 16 - As far as the sale or any free
tasting of foodstuffs and gastronomic
products is concerned, without prejudice
to the fact that the institution assumes no
responsibility, the stand holders must first
obtain all the administrative and health
authorizations required by law. All the
tax obligations required by law are the
responsibility of the exhibitors .

Car parking
Art. 17 - The entry and the stand of the
Exhibitors' cars in the Exhibition area are
not allowed in any way. The costs of
removal will be charged to the Exhibitor.
The organization is exempted for theft,
damage, subtraction of vehicles and things
placed inside them, parked in the exhibit
parking area located in front of the fair
district or in the car parks adjacent to it.

General provisions
Art. 18 - The exhibitor, under this clause,
declares under his own responsibility that
the company represented is really existing
and that it is in compliance with all the
rules and regulations regulating trade
(registration CCIAA, REC, REA,
Administrative, Municipal, Health and
Administrative Authorizations) on the
Safety of the Work) and on everything
else required by the law for the commerce
be it to fixed place that ambulante, as well
as all the norms that regulate
the fiscal aspect , sanitary and
providential . The Exhibitor also declares
under his own responsibility that the
displayed merchandise is his property and
does not come from illegal or illegal acts
and in any case not falsified or faked .

General provisions
Art.20 Failure to comply with all the
provisions of the law and the violation of
any provision of these Regulations give rise
to the termination of the contract and the
immediate closure of the exhibition space,
without any reimbursement of the fees
paid and with the exception of greater
responsibilities.

Complaints

Modification or suppression of the
event
Art. 22 The organization is expressly
exempt from any and all liability
for all cases of force majeure,
unforeseeable circumstances, lack of
exhibitors or other reasons, for which the
date of the event should be changed or
even the manifestation suppressed, even
in progress and even if this happens for
possible measures by the competent
authorities . In all these eventualities to
Medifiere Srl can not be demanded, in any
way, the compensation for any damage
derived, arising or resulting.

Treatment personal data
Art. 23 - The Exhibitor expresses his
consent so that Medifiere Sr .l. You also
process your data electronically, for
sending your information, advertising or
promotional material. It also expresses its
consent to the communication of data to
exhibitors, suppliers and commercial
partners of Medifiere Srl for actions and
initiatives of an advertising, promotional
and commercial nature in general. He
declares to be informed in accordance with
the law , at any time and free of charge,
may have access to his data, request its
modification or cancellation or oppose
their use by writing to the data controller.

Home address and jurisdiction of
Trapani forum

Art. 24 - The Exhibitor elects his / her legal
domicile at the headquarters of Medifiere
Srl and accepts exclusively the Italian
jurisdiction; the relationship is regulated by
Medifiere Srl and accepts exclusively the
Italian jurisdiction; the relationship is
governed exclusively by Italian laws. For
every controversy the Court of Trapani is
exclusively competent .
The undersigned company declares to
have read the articles of these general
regulations that expressly accept pursuant
to and for the purposes of art. 1341 and
1342 of the Civil Code and more precisely:
Art.1- Name, modification
and / or event suppression;
Art.3 - Participation fees Art.4 - PaymentsArt.5- Sale or renunciationArt.6- Guarantees and real creditsArt.8- Electrical installationsArt. 9 - Fire prevention
Art.10- Injury prevention
Art.12-Insurance coverage (damage theft)
Art.13- Entry and Exit
Art.14 - Clearance of exhibition spacesArt.16 - Administrative Authorizations
Art.18- General provisionsArt. 21 - Complaints;
Art.22-Modification / suppression of the
event-Art.23-Processing of personal dataarticle 24 Election of domicile and
jurisdiction of Trapani.
SIGNATURE FOR ACCEPTANCE OF THE
THIS CONTRACT FORMED BY N. 4 PAGES
FIN HERE and of the
art. 1,3,5,6,8,9,10,12,13,14,16,18,21,22,23
,24.Only indicated.-

X ............................................................ ..
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